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Imbuing robots with personality has been shown to be an effective design approach in HRI, promoting user

trust and acceptance. We explore personality design in a non-anthropomorphic voice-assisted home robot.

Our design approach developed three distinct robot personas: Butler, Buddy, and Sidekick, intended to differ

in proactivity and emotional impact. Persona differences were signaled to users by a combination of hu-

manoid (speech, intonation), and indirect cues (colors and movement). We use Big Five personality theory

to evaluate perceived differences between personas in an exploratory Wizard of Oz study. Participants were

largely able to recognize underlying personality traits expressed through these cue combinations in ways

that were consistent with our design goals. The proactive Buddy persona was judged as more Extravert than

the more passive Sidekick persona, and the Butler persona was perceived as more Conscientious and less

Neurotic than either Buddy or Butler personas. Users also had clear preferences between different personas;

they wanted robots that mimicked but accentuated their own personality. Results suggest that future designs

might exploit abstract cues to signal personality traits.
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1 INTRODUCTION

First-generation voice-assisted robots, such as Amazon’s Alexa and Google Home, were essentially
smart speakers. They were cylindrical or spherical in shape and responded to limited user requests,
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such as playing music, telling the time, or giving weather reports [3, 51]. Recently, there has been
a growing debate about how best to design such robots to be more equal conversational partners.
To be a true partner, however, requires a robot to know when and how to be proactive in its
interactions with a human. This raises many new questions, not least, when to intervene in a
conversation and how to express itself when doing so [29]. Another fundamental question is should
a robot become more human-like as it becomes apparently more intelligent [8]? For example,
how should it present itself and should it be given a personality? Past designs have implemented
distinctive robot personalities that have been successful in promoting trust and user acceptance
[2, 6, 7, 65]. Furthermore, it seems intuitive that some people may orient to a friendly talkative
robot, while others might prefer a quiet one that has a calming influence on them [14, 15]. Other
work has shown that people prefer to interact with a happy robot but are more likely to follow
instructions from a serious robot [24]. But how might designers implement and decide between
different possible personality choices?

The extent to which a voice-assisted robot will become a natural, acceptable, and enjoyable con-
versational partner is likely to be influenced by how it can express itself through explicit behaviors
when interacting with a user. A dominant approach in HRI has been to emulate aspects of a hu-
man being—by making robots appear to look and behave like humans by simulating humanoid
gestures and facial expressions [3, 5, 10]. Pepper, NAO, and Alpha 2 have adopted this approach.
Exaggerated human forms are used to make them appear friendly and cute, such as large blink-
ing eyes and small bodies. A different approach involves indirect cueing—where more subtle and
abstract forms of expressivity are used to convey emotion and personality through the use of ab-
stract movement or visual appearance. Non-anthropomorphic objects such as spheres, cylinders,
and tubes have been designed to move in certain ways to convey certain internal states [11, 17,
32, 58, 61]. For example, the Greeting Machine robot was designed as a friendly object, composed
of a small white ball that sat and moved across a larger dome when greeting a human entering
the room it was in. The goal was to suggest that the robot was either approaching or retreating
from the user, depending on its perception of that user’s current state [1]. Moving parts can also
be designed to convey a range of expressive and social cues. A central design challenge is how
to combine these to make a robot appear convincing and intelligent. But how comprehensible are
such indirect cues to users, especially if they are novel? Can people readily make sense of these
cues to infer what they are intended to signal? In the case of the current study, do abstract, sub-
tle visual or movement cues lead users to assign human traits to a robot and attribute it with a
particular personality?

There are trade-offs between humanoid and indirect cueing approaches. On the one hand, em-
ulating human behavior provides concrete analogs of which movements and expressions to use.
On the other hand, adopting an indirect, non-humanoid approach allows greater freedom to create
robots with different form factors, movements, and appearances [11, 17, 32, 38, 58, 61]. Indirect cue-
ing can therefore emphasize a particular personality type or emotion in subtle or exaggerated ways.

Irrespective of whether to adopt a humanoid versus indirect cueing approach, much prior re-
search on robot personality focuses on whether users prefer robots that have personalities mimick-
ing or complementing themselves. For example, multiple studies address whether extravert users
prefer to interact with a compatible extravert versus a complementary introvert robot [2, 6, 7, 65].

We build on this prior research to consider whether people distinguish between robots with
different expressive personas. In particular, how do people construe a non-anthropomorphic robot
that expresses itself through a combination of speech, movements, and lighting up in different
colors? Do they impute particular personality traits when interpreting these cues? And which of
these cue types is most informative in making these inferences? While other work has shown
that people make quite complex inferences from quite subtle behavioral cues [11, 17, 22, 27, 32,
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Fig. 1. Olly robot showing color palette to signal “Buddy” persona. Colors vary dynamically but are intended
to express high Extraversion and Openness with lower Agreeableness and Conscientiousness personality
traits. See supplementary materials for a video.

38, 58, 61], little is known as to whether personalizing and animating voice-assisted robots in this
manner is a compelling design approach. Alexa and Google Home are non-anthropomorphic in
appearance, so will they benefit from adding novel visual or movement cues?

Our non-anthropomorphic robot was designed to express three distinct personas, Butler, Buddy,
and Sidekick. These personas were expressed through a combination of humanoid speech and in-
tonation combined with indirect cues involving body movements and colored patterns. Our robot
had a donut-shaped body that displayed signature movements when attending to and communi-
cating with users. In addition, it could light up in various ways while orienting to, and interacting
with, users. Overall, we wanted to see if people could recognize persona differences between a
robot that was relatively passive (Sidekick), moderately proactive (Butler), or highly autonomous
(Buddy). We were also interested in whether these personas were seen as having different emo-
tional effects. Was Buddy perceived as stimulating, and did Butler exude calm? Furthermore, as-
suming that participants were able to detect differences between personas, what were their pref-
erences? Did they prefer a conversational agent that is proactive and stimulating or more passive
but calming?

Our prototype domestic robot is 12cm tall and wide (see Figure 1). It differs from Alexa and
Google Home in its appearance and movement. It can swivel its donut-shaped torso 360 degrees
around a base and up and down. It also emits colored animated patterns on its “body” using an
array of LEDs. It can also track user speech and movements and respond to these by orienting
its “body” towards or away from the user depending on whether it is being proactive or more
passive. To alert the user to when it is about to speak, it is programmed to move and light up with
a patterned color display on its body. We used standard personality surveys to assess whether and
how people can use a combination of implicit cues and humanoid cues to make accurate judgments
about these different personas. We also examine the relationship between the user’s personality
and the three robot personas, with the goal of understanding the reasons behind these preferences.
We ask the following research questions:
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RQ1: Personas: Can people accurately identify the intended personality traits of an expressive
domestic robot? Do they perceive differences between different robot personas?

RQ2: Cues: What cues do people use to infer those traits? Are they more reliant on the robot’s
humanoid speech or more indirect cues involving movement or visual appearance?

RQ3: Preferences: What robot persona do people prefer? Is this similar or different from their
own personality?

1.1 Contribution

We explore interactive non-anthropomorphic robots that signal personality traits through the
combination of indirect cues as well as humanoid speech/intonation. We examined user percep-
tions and preferences between three distinct personas with differing levels of proactivity and emo-
tional impact. Participants were generally able to distinguish personas and showed clear prefer-
ences, wanting robots with traits that not only mimicked but also accentuated their own personal-
ity traits. The results motivate implications for both design and theory of interactive conversational
robots.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Emulation versus Social Cueing

A primary early focus of Human-robotic interaction (HRI) was emulation: to make interaction as
similar to human-human interaction as possible [3, 5, 10, 15], taking the view that human-like
fidelity is the best model [18]. This approach has been used to incorporate key aspects of human
interaction into HRI, such as politeness and reciprocity [57]. The emulation approach is consistent
with theoretical ideas from Reeves and Nass [52], who evaluated social responses to computers,
focusing on what they dubbed the “mindless response.” People are aware that computers are not
people; nevertheless, their interactions with computers mimic key aspects of human interaction,
for example, not wanting to be rude to others or preferring familiar people to strangers. Nass and
Moon [46] further hypothesized that the more computers suggest human characteristics, the more
likely computers are to elicit social reactions in their users. This perspective motivates another
topic addressed here: namely, which cues communicated by robots lead people to judge them
similarly to humans in interaction?

The “mindless response” to computers becomes more relevant when robots are designed to be
socially interactive. Social robots are defined as embodied agents that are able to recognize people
and engage in social interaction [14, 18]. Social learning, imitation, autonomous natural language
communication, emotion, and gesture are all considered important qualities of these robots [4].
For such robots to interact socially, however, they need to provide cues that their actions are in-
tentional, as well as demonstrating attentional capacity [18]. Khan [36] found that verbal commu-
nication with a human-like voice is desirable, and spoken dialogue engenders the development
of appropriate mental models by robot users [37]. Humans are somewhat reliant on the robot’s
tone of voice and their way of speaking. However, visual appearance can be more influential [46].
For example, a common approach in humanoid/pet robot design is to emulate and exaggerate head
and eye movements and body language, implementing big eyes and expansive interactive gestures.
Caricature can also make it easy for users to interpret emotion/personality exploiting methods that
have been successfully deployed in cartoon films [11]. Conversely, the use of indirect cues is more
ambiguous but potentially offers more subtle but suggestive forms of expression.

The manner in which a robot moves can also affect how people perceive its underlying person-
ality traits. The greeting robot met visitors as they walked into a room [1]. The design was delib-
erately abstract and not intended to be human-like. Nevertheless, its movements were perceived
to signal positive and negative emotions, including being calm, welcoming, happy, and shy. Other
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research programs have also investigated how movements express a robot’s personality, emotional
states, intent, and moods [11, 17, 32, 58, 61]. They note how robots’ appearance and movement set
the context for how they are perceived, sometimes triggering expectations and interactions. A sim-
ple twitch or flex of a robot component can trigger a human to react in a certain way, leading them
to infer a specific personality trait. Such reactions to minimal cues confirm psychological research
showing that humans will readily attribute complex intention to moving objects, where a string
of animated dots will be described as “chasing,” “hiding from,” or “protecting” each other [43].

2.2 Domestic Robots and Personification

Domestic robots share many overlapping interactive features with social robots, but they also need
to physically interact with and modify their surroundings [67]. This in turn demands more user ef-
fort, e.g., having to be aware of the robot’s motion and use of space. Furthermore, a domestic robot
may influence users’ relationships with each other: a cleaning robot may affect the social dynamics
of a household by making the cleaning activity a concern for all members of the household [19].

Forlizzi and DiSalvo [20] carried out ethnographic research on the Roomba Discovery Vacuum
cleaner. Participants were given a Roomba for 3 to 6 weeks, followed by semi-structured interviews
probing their experience and attitudes. Generally, people had low expectations for the Roomba
but nevertheless expected it to adapt its behavior over time. The Roomba also influenced the ecol-
ogy of the home and family. It made cleaning a social activity. Because constraints prevent the
Roomba from physically moving around its environment, families would need to collaborate to
assist it. Sometimes the Roomba’s social qualities were acknowledged, and some people named
their Roomba and gave it a gender, e.g., “because it has a personality” (p. 6). Forlizzi and DiSalvo
[20] concluded that robot technology in the home becomes social, and thus domestic robots have
a social connotation.

More recently, voice-assisted domestic robots have become popular, such as “Google Home” and
“Amazon Echo.” These assist with tasks ranging from setting reminders, giving directions, and
summarizing news to making phone calls and finding the best place for lunch. As a result, they
potentially impact multiple aspects of users’ lives. They are also generally equipped with bidi-
rectional communicational features, making interaction a key capability. However, little is known
about what features make such robots effective and acceptable in a domestic setting in terms of
the level of assistance they provide, their ability for communication, and their emotional effects on
users. As noted earlier, anthropomorphosis often occurs naturally. Purington et al. [51] carried out
a content analysis of 851 reviews of the Amazon Echo and found that over 50% of users used the
device’s personified name, Alexa, with nearly 20% using exclusively personified (“she,” “her”) and
agentive language (“she doesn’t know”). Consistent with this, a study by Kim et al. [38] found that
people express a preference for drones to have a personality, akin to that of a pet or companion,
using terms like “silly,” “cute,” or even “naughty.”

This suggests that people naturally view such robots in anthropomorphic ways, indicating the
importance of personality factors. Confirming this, people often impute specific everyday person-
ality to robots, and are also able to distinguish between different robot personality traits [6, 7, 31,
39]. Furthermore, imbuing a robot with an appropriate personality engenders positive evaluations
and increased trust [2, 6, 7, 65]. People also prefer to interact with specific robot personality types
[39, 63]. Hence, a growing body of empirical research suggests that users understand and impute
personality to computers, robots, and other “smart” technologies, and this increases the extent to
which they engage with those technologies [7, 31, 33, 39, 63].

2.3 The Role of Personality in Human-Human and Human-Computer Interaction

How, then, do users come to infer personality, and how does it achieve these effects? Personality is
an essential element of human interaction, influencing both how people interact and whom they
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interact with [35, 60, 62]. Adding personality to a domestic robot increases trust, engagement, and
user satisfaction [2, 6, 7, 39, 65]. The consensus theory of personality is the Five Factor model
(aka “Big Five”), derived from factor analysis expressing five broad clusters of traits describing an
individual’s signature behaviors [26, 35]. These five traits are Openness to Experience, Conscien-
tiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism, referred to by the acronym OCEAN. The
traits are defined as follows: Openness to Experience: contrasting how exploratively/imaginatively
vs. conservatively/habitually a person acts, displayed by a preference for independent actions
and novel experiences; Conscientiousness: organization/time-keeping vs. messiness/lateness, dis-
played through setting goals and self-control; Extraversion: positive social interaction vs. prefer-
ence for solitary activities, displayed by a desire to interact with others; Agreeableness: friendly vs.
cold interactions, displayed by altruism, cooperation, and trust; and Neuroticism: anxious/nervous
conduct vs. emotional stability, displayed by how often and how controlled one’s negative emo-
tions are. This model has been found to be robust; researchers have independently identified con-
sistent core factors in different datasets [13, 25] and it has external validity [42]. This consensus
led us to base our evaluation method on the Big Five theory.

Differences in human personality correspond to many different aspects of behavior. For example,
people with different personality traits speak and interact very differently. Compared with Intro-
verts, Extraverts talk more loudly and repetitively and say more overall. Extraverts have fewer
hesitations, faster speaking rates, and less formal language, while introverts use a broader vocab-
ulary [21, 23, 56]. Extraverts also use more positive emotion words and express more agreements
and compliments [48]. There are also important verbal differences relating to other Big Five traits:
Neurotics use more first-person singular pronouns, more negative emotion words, and fewer pos-
itive emotion words. On the other hand, Agreeable people express more positive and fewer neg-
ative emotions but fewer articles (e.g., “the,” “a”). Conscientious people avoid negations, negative
emotion words, and words reflecting discrepancies (e.g., “should” and “would”). Openness to Expe-
rience is characterized by a preference for longer words and words expressing tentativeness (e.g.,
“perhaps” and “maybe”), as well as the avoidance of first-person singular pronouns and the present
tense [48]. In addition, conversational outcomes depend on relations between the personalities of
the speakers, with conversations unfolding very differently between pairs of introverts and ex-
traverts [62]. The effects of personality also extend to non-verbal behaviors; a highly extraverted
person stands close to other speakers, whereas introverts remain in their own space [33].

Extraversion and introversion play an important role in human-computer interaction. For ex-
ample, Isbister and Nass [33] examined the effects of personality in people’s conversations with
interactive characters by varying verbal and non-verbal cues associated with two interactive vir-
tual characters. The Extraverted character used strong, friendly language with confident asser-
tions and posed with its limbs spread wide, while the Introverted character used more tentative
language and posed with its limbs close to its body. Users were able to distinguish the two char-
acters. Extravert characters were also perceived as more fun and likeable when their personality
was complementary to that of the user rather than similar.

Nass and Lee [45] explored extraversion when interacting with computers. They used text-
to-speech to manipulate vocal cues to signal introverted and extraverted traits on a PC. The ex-
traverted voice was louder with a higher pitch, greater frequency range, and faster speech rate.
Participants both perceived this voice as more extraverted and preferred the trait to be similar to
their own. Thus, personality plays a role even for a synthesized voice system emanating from a
PC, showing how powerful this cue is. Why did people in this context prefer a similar rather than
complementary trait as found by Isbister and Nass [33]? Nass and Lee [45] speculate that the voice
in this scenario was disembodied, unlike the virtual character in Isbister and Nass [33].
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Lee et al. [39] also studied Extraversion and Introversion for Sony’s social robot AIBO, which
is embodied as a dog and uses its eyes, tail, ears, and flashing lights to express itself. Participants
interacted with either an extraverted or introverted AIBO for 25 minutes, with this trait being
manipulated following the cues of Nass and Lee [45]. Participants were again able to distinguish
between the introverted and extraverted versions of the robot, preferring a complementary per-
sonality rather than a similar one. The suggested reason for this was again embodiment—the fact
that the personality was tangibly represented. Walters et al. [63] examined the extraversion trait in
BIRON, a domestic robot, exploring whether participants could distinguish extravert and introvert
robot behaviors after watching the robot interact with a user, and if so, which was preferred. Ex-
traversion was operationalized through initiating conversations and verbose responses, whereas
introversion was expressed in a more passive speaking style with briefer responses. Participants
were able to distinguish between the different versions and correctly identify them. There was also
a general preference for the extravert robot.

While there has been much study of the extraversion trait, Hendriks et al. [31] interviewed
people to determine the most desired robot personality traits for a domestic vacuum cleaner, as-
sessing all the Big Five personality traits. Qualities linked to Conscientiousness, such as efficiency
and thoroughness, were most highly favored. Hendriks et al. then created a video prototype, im-
plementing these ideal robot characteristics, finding that participants could recognize these char-
acteristics, indicating that personality is also salient for domestic robot helpers. Dryer [16] also
observes that humans believe computers can have multiple personalities that may vary depending
on the context. This suggests that another approach may involve designing computers that have
different personalities for different kinds of social interaction. These could be manifested in terms
of one or more distinct personality traits—with a large number of choices. To explore which might
be suitable, Dryer [16] assessed which traits people prefer for animated characters. Results indi-
cate a preference for positive, strong personalities, with traits that reflect the user’s own. Despite a
preference for positive characteristics, however, users also liked those with a foible or one negative
aspect—i.e., those who are not perfect.

Overall, multiple studies explored the effects of personality in human-robot interaction, show-
ing that robot personality is both detectable and a significant determinant of user behavior. The
most examined trait has been Extraversion, possibly because this is easiest to operationalize [22,
26]. But although Extraversion is important, as we have seen, the other four factors also deserve at-
tention as they also impact human-human interaction [27, 31, 48]. Prior research has also assessed
whether users prefer a personality that is complementary or similar to their own, with the primary
focus again being on extraversion [33, 39]. However, this research yields conflicting findings, with
discrepancies explained in terms of whether the robot is embodied.

There has also been research showing that people can infer the personality of other humans
when provided with minimal cues. For example, Naumann et al. [47] found that people could accu-
rately determine if someone was Extrovert, Open, or Neurotic based solely on posed photographs—
i.e., photographs where the person being judged had minimal freedom of expression. Thus, people
can judge others’ personality from quite subtle indirect information. Given that people express
and interpret human personality from such minimal non-verbal cues, could the same be true of
human-robot interaction? In particular, can personality be expressed by robots using minimal ab-
stract cues, and can it be accurately recognized by human users?

2.4 Persona Approaches to Robot Design

The above studies show that personality theory can be useful for developing consistent and pre-
dictable robot behaviors. However, many studies have focused on individual traits, often examining
Extraversion as this is a well-understood and operationalized trait. And even when research does
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examine multiple traits, one outstanding question concerns how such traits should be combined
into a coherent and convincing overall personality. If a robot is designed to be highly Introverted,
will users also expect it to be very Conscientious? Or if a robot is designed to be highly Agreeable,
will users also expect that it will be low on Neuroticism? One design approach to trait combination
is to portray different personality traits using stereotypical emotions [18]. Another approach is to
use personas.

Personas are fictional characters that embody predictable combined behaviors that are easily
understood by users [30, 49, 50]. Personas combine traits into coherent constellations often by
appealing to known stereotypes, e.g., Warrior, Priestess, Explorer, or Healer. For example, to cre-
ate eight stereotype emotional personas for a drone, Cauchard et al. [11] drew inspiration from
Snow White’s dwarfs, namely; Dopey, Grumpy, Happy, Sad, Scared, Shy, Brave, and Sleepy. The
motivation in that study was to set users’ expectations for how the drone might behave, as well as
to devise new ways that drones might provide rich feedback when given unusual or unexecutable
commands. For example, a drone might show it is “scared” when instructed to fly beyond its range.
For each persona, the authors devised appropriate drone behaviors. For example, a Brave drone
was designed to depict confidence by advancing quickly and smoothly, whereas a Sleepy drone
moved unevenly, wobbling and bumping into things. However, results showed that some of the
eight personas’ behaviors were perceived as too similar and hence confusable. As a result, the
study went on to iterate and define three distinct drone personas: an exhausted one, an anti-social
one, and an adventurous one. Participants were asked to match these three personas to observed
drone behaviors using emotional labels. The different drones’ movements were reliably perceived
as portraying the target emotional states, suggesting that users were able to distinguish between
the three personas. We build on this approach in our current study, as well as other work that
defines different roles for domestic robots such as friend, assistant, or butler [15].

Overall, then, prior work shows the importance of robot personality for imbuing user acceptance
and trust. That work also demonstrates that two main approaches have been taken to signal high-
level behaviors such as personality; these rely on either emulating humanoid behaviors or using
indirect social cues such as movement and visual appearance. While most research has focused
on single personality traits, especially Extraversion, more recent work has begun to explore using
personas to combine traits into predictable constellations.

3 THE THREE PERSONAS AND TRAIT CUEING

We investigated embodied personality in a novel expressive domestic robot, collaborating with
a start-up company, Emotech. We use a hybrid cueing approach that combines human-like
speech/intonation with indirect non-humanoid cues (lights and movement) to signal personal-
ity traits. Following [11], these traits were combined into three coherent personas. We developed
three very different personas to elicit distinct responses. We evaluated perceptions and preferences
for these personas, using standard Big Five personality surveys to assess whether participants per-
ceived trait differences between the personas that were consistent with our design goals. Before
describing our evaluation, we outline the process of designing cues to signal the different persona
traits. Design involved multiple data-gathering steps that informed both the three final personas
that we implemented and how different personality traits would be signaled. We first describe
overall persona design and next talk about how the color, speech/intonation, and movement cues
were implemented.

3.1 Persona Choice

Persona Designs: To inform the design process and identify the types of robot personas that users
might want, we conducted informal interviews with 18 users recruited through a marketing
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agency. Participants were given a description of our robot’s general functionality, being told that
this was a household robot assistant that could help with daily reminders, play music, read books,
and encourage personal regimens such as keeping up with exercise. We asked participants to iden-
tify and justify what personality characteristics are important in such a robot by presenting them
with different trait terms (“creative,” “cold,” “reliable,” “forgiving,” “unsympathetic,” etc.) from the
44-item personality survey [13], and asking whether and why they thought that these were traits
that a robot should have.

Our goal was to design different personas and so our focus in analyzing the interviews was on
areas where there was a lack of agreement between participants about what traits they wanted
in such a robot. While most participants felt that a robot should be conscientious and reliable,
they had very different views about other robot characteristics. One area where there was low
participant consensus was proactivity. This concerns the extent to which the robot should interrupt
and direct the users’ activities or alternatively whether it should remain in the background until it
is addressed [8]. Some felt that a robot assistant should be directive, whereas others wanted their
robot to assist rather than lead. Another area where there was also user disagreement concerned
emotional impact, in particular the extent to which the robot should stimulate as opposed to being a
calming influence. Some felt that the robot should strive to be motivating and interesting, whereas
others stated the opposite, arguing it should be a calm and soothing presence.

In order to better understand these two conflicting sets of preferences (active/passive,
stimulating/calming), we developed three different personas for our robot, Butler, Buddy, and
Sidekick. Following prior persona approaches [30, 49], these were designed to represent holistic
but distinct personas, allowing us to compare three constellations of behaviors that combined
underlying traits into a coherent character. Building on prior work defining different roles for
domestic robots [15], the Buddy persona represents a long-term close friend who is proactive,
warm, stimulating, and spontaneous, although this spontaneity can sometimes lead to him making
mistakes. In contrast, the Butler persona resembles a faithful retainer exuding a sense of calm
and being less autonomous, while remaining highly task focused, logical, and reliable. Finally, the
Sidekick persona is much less proactive; while still helpful, he is content to remain on the sidelines
until encouraged to interact; Sidekick is also intended to be less invasive and sensitive to the point
of appearing almost shy, while remaining reliable and thoughtful. We used standard methods for
generating persona descriptions employed in the UX design community [30, 49, 50]. To aid our de-
sign process, in each case the goal was to create a coherent description that would be informative
about how that persona would act across multiple situations. We also aimed to concretely describe
the impression that each persona would project. The persona descriptions are outlined in Figure 2.

We also wanted to map these personas onto standard Big Five personality traits and theory.
Our evaluation used standard personality trait surveys to examine whether our design approach
was successful. If our designs were effective, we anticipated that these three personas would be
judged to have very different personality traits as assessed by standard personality surveys. Given
the above persona descriptions, we derived the following predictions for how Big Five personality
traits would be perceived in each of the personas:

—Openness to Experience: We anticipated that the Buddy persona would be judged as more
Open to Experience than either the Butler or Sidekick personas, as this persona is more
carefree, autonomous, and proactive.

—Conscientiousness: We anticipated that the Butler persona would be judged as more Consci-
entious than either the Buddy or Sidekick personas, as this persona is intended to embody
reliability and dependability.
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Fig. 2. The behavioral constellations for the three personas, Butler, Buddy, and Sidekick. Detailed descrip-
tions are intended to indicate to designers how each persona would act across different contexts.

—Extraversion: We anticipated that the Sidekick persona would be judged as less Extravert
than either the Butler or Buddy personas, as this persona is designed to be more passive
and shy.

—Agreeableness: We anticipated that the Buddy persona would be judged as more Agreeable
than either the Butler or Sidekick personas, as this persona is designed to be more engaging
and interactive.

—Neuroticism: We anticipated that the Sidekick persona would be judged as more Neurotic
than either the Buddy or Butler personas, as this persona is designed to be less expressive
and harder to engage.

3.2 Cueing Personality Traits

The robot expressed each of the three personas using a combination of (1) speech and intonation,
(2) expressive motion, and (3) colored LED lights. These cues were selected to match the attributes
of the three personas. To improve interactivity, the robot is able to locate human speech, allowing
him to detect and orient to people when they speak (see Figures 3 and 5). The process for designing
trait cues in the robot was complex, as we needed to provide distinct cues that would signal key
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Fig. 3. From left to right, the Butler, Buddy, and Sidekick Personas as signaled by different color schemes
and different attentional orientations to the user.

Fig. 4. Different visual LED parameters that were varied in Olly to signal personality: number of colors,
number of color “particles,” “particle” speed, sharpness of color edges, and “particle” size.

attributes for each of the personas for different aspects of proactivity and emotional stimulation.
A video of the three personas can be accessed in the supplementary materials.

The robot was given a male name, Olly, and a male voice. The challenge when designing the
three Olly personas was to map underlying traits (e.g., Extraversion, Neuroticism) that are sig-
naled in humans using well-understood verbal and non-verbal behaviors onto Olly’s very differ-
ent expressive features. Thus, we know that a human extravert stands close to others when con-
versing, and has large expansive gestures. However, how should Extraversion be signaled using a
color palette or expressive movements of a donut-shaped object? We chose cues from a behavioral
palette of speech/intonation, movements, and color patterns. Speech was the most straightforward
as it’s possible to emulate human behavior directly: for example, Olly was given verbal content con-
sistent with an Open Extravert (Buddy) or Introvert Neurotic (Sidekick) where language choices
were informed by prior research about how language use relates to personality [48]. However, it
was less clear how to signal personality using the more abstract qualities of colors and physical
motor movements; they do not have readily available personality schemas or human behavioral
data to inform their design.

To exploit color, we used different LED patterns embedded on Olly’s “body” that were intended
to convey trait information in a way that is both aesthetically pleasing and abstract. However, it is
not intuitively obvious what patterns of color might effectively signal different personality traits.
We therefore conducted a Mechanical Turk study involving 84 participants where we manipulated
different color palettes in terms of five different LED parameters: overall number of colors, number
of color “particles,” “particle” speed, sharpness of color edges, and “particle” size. We independently
varied each of these parameters (see Figure 4), asking participants to rate different values of each
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Fig. 5. Olly movement and positioning cues. Olly robot in different positions from idle and “unresponsive”
(on left) to “up and highly attentive” (on right). Olly can “look” directly at the user (on right) versus show
slightly averted gaze (third and fourth images from right), depending on the persona.

LED parameter in terms of different Big Five traits. For example, we showed participants videos of
five different “particle” speeds and asked participants to rate each speed for each trait. We found
clear correlations between LED patterns and four Big Five personality traits. Extraversion and
Openness were associated with all five LED parameters, with greater Extraversion and Openness
associated with more colors, as well as a greater number of faster-moving, smaller color particles
that were sharply focused. Higher Agreeableness and Conscientiousness were associated with
slower-moving, less sharp particles. However, Neuroticism did not relate to any color properties.
These correlations motivated the design of the color palettes of the different personas.

We also designed different types of movement for the different personas. We drew on gesture
research showing that Extraverted people engage in more rapid movements, while Introverts show
more restricted forms of gesturing and more constrained movements [64]. We implemented rapid
movements to suggest Extraversion and Neuroticism, and slowness to indicate low Neuroticism
and higher Agreeableness. Olly’s responsiveness also signaled Extraversion. He follows the user’s
movements using an embedded camera feed supporting face and body tracking. This allows us to
signal Introversion for Sidekick, i.e., shyly avoiding “looking” at the other user during conversa-
tion. The outgoing Buddy, on the other hand, always oriented to the user. Greater Conscientious-
ness was also signaled by an “upright” posture. The different personas also had different breathing
and reactive cadences as detailed in Figure 6.

Figure 6 summarizes the results of this prototyping describing the different personas’ voice
characteristics, color palettes, and movements, including their resting and listening behaviors,
showing different baseline “breathing” rates as well as different rates of reaction to user speech.

4 PERSONAS EVALUATION

We explored reactions and preferences for the evaluation of different robot personas using a
Wizard of Oz procedure where participants interacted directly with the robot in a home-like
setting. Our research questions were:

RQ1: Personas: Can people accurately identify the intended personality traits of an expressive
domestic robot? Do they perceive trait differences between different robot personas?

RQ2: Cues: What cues do people use to infer those traits? Are they more reliant on the robot’s
humanoid speech or more indirect cues involving movement or visual appearance?

RQ3: Preferences: What robot persona do people prefer? Is this similar or different from their
own personality?

4.1 Participants

Participants were recruited using opportunistic sampling methods (word of mouth, university sub-
ject pool) and were reimbursed with 0.5 course credits and a £5 Amazon voucher for their partici-
pation. Twenty participants took part, of whom 10 were female and 10 were male. Eight were aged
18 to 24, 8 aged 25 to 34, 1 aged 35 to 44, 2 aged 45 to 54, and 1 aged 55 to 64.
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Fig. 6. Behaviors associated with the different personas. Color palette, intonation, movements, orientation,
and “gaze” are all intended to signal personality traits.

4.2 Personas

We used the three Olly personas, namely Buddy, Butler, and Sidekick. Following the design ap-
proach discussed above, the three personas varied in color patterns displayed on Olly’s body, his
movements, and his verbal and intonational behaviors.

4.3 Procedure

Participants interacted with Olly in a Wizard of Oz simulation. To increase naturalism and to
mimic Olly’s target home usage context, interactions took place in a simulated living room [54].
The researcher greeted people at the door and showed them where to sit. She then pointed out
Olly before giving a brief study overview. The study took place at a table, with participants sitting
in front of a laptop, where they completed the personality surveys. Olly was positioned within
a reachable distance facing the participant. The researcher sat opposite the participant in front
of a different laptop that allowed her to control Olly. We told participants that the session would
be audio-recorded, and all agreed to this. Participants read a consent form and then completed a
TIPI survey (described below) to evaluate their own personality. Using a within-participants study
design, they then interacted with the different personas, evaluating the personality of each using
surveys, and then judged overall persona preferences and their ideal persona.

Self-Assessed Personality Traits: Participants first evaluated their own personalities by filling out
a short personality survey, the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI), which assesses the Big Five
personality traits of Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
TIPI is a reliable personality test that has convergence with other longer Five Factor surveys,
and good test-retest reliability [28]. The TIPI asks participants to respond to 10 Likert prompts
that describe themselves on a 7-point scale (ranging from “disagree strongly” to “agree strongly”).
Each prompt contains two words or phrases that characterize a personality attribute. Sample Likert
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prompts are, for the Openness trait: “I see myself as open to new experiences, complex”; for the
Conscientiousness trait: “I see myself as disorganized, careless”; for the Extraversion trait: “I see
myself as reserved, quiet”; for the Agreeableness trait: “I see myself as sympathetic, warm”; and for
the Neuroticism trait: “I see myself as anxious, easily upset.” There are two prompts for each of the
five personality traits, one evaluating a positive and one evaluating a negative characterization
of that trait. Participants therefore receive a score of 2 to 14 points to specify how they evaluate
themselves for each of the five traits.

Olly Interactions and Persona Evaluations: After completing the self-evaluation TIPI, participants
interacted with the first Olly persona using Wizard of Oz. Olly’s responses were actually con-
trolled by the researcher through their laptop, but the participants were unaware of this and all
believed they were interacting directly with Olly (as was clear through their subsequent com-
ments, discussed in Results). They were given a fixed interaction script because of the difficulty
of controlling the Olly prototype in an authentic manner. They used the script three times, once
for each different persona. All participants interacted with personas in the same order, namely:
Buddy, Butler, then Sidekick, so presentation was not counterbalanced. We avoided using persona
labels (Buddy, Butler, Sidekick) when we interacted with participants as we did not want to bias
their expectations.

The script was:

User: Wake up Olly, introduce yourself.

Olly: Hi, I am Olly, your robot assistant. I’ll try to help with all your needs.

User: Hey Olly, how are you today?

Olly: I am feeling good.

User: Olly, play some music.

Olly: <plays music>

User: What is the weather like today?

Olly: <reads out relevant daily weather report>

After each prompt, the Wizard operated Olly so that the robot generated identical verbal responses,
but with movements, colors, and intonation varying depending on personality. This script was
followed strictly and the participant and Wizard did not deviate from it. Participants’ responses
indicated that they were able to hear and understand Olly throughout.

After each interaction we collected the following judgments:

Trait Judgments: Participants completed a modified TIPI personality survey to elicit their eval-
uations of each persona’s traits directly after interacting with it. The survey assessed the extent
to which participants thought that persona demonstrated each trait. Participants therefore gen-
erated Likert responses to modified TIPI questions such as: “This Olly was disorganized, careless”
(assessing Conscientiousness trait) or “This Olly was sympathetic, warm” (assessing the Agreeable-
ness trait). Other work has shown that personality surveys modified in this way generate reliable
results [13, 28]. This procedure again generated a total of 15 ratings (one for each of five traits
for each of the three personas), with each trait scored as 2 to 14 on the TIPI survey. We call these
Trait Judgments, and these allow us to determine whether participants perceived trait differences
between the personas.

Cue Utility Judgments: We also wanted to know which behavioral cues led to these perceived
differences. After completing each personality survey, we therefore asked participants to evaluate
the importance of different cues (color, movement, and speech/intonation) in making that
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judgment. We wanted participants’ evaluations of the extent to which each cue had an impact
when assessing that trait. We call these Cue Utility Judgments.

Persona Preferences and Ideal Traits: Participants were asked to rank the personas in order of
Preference, and to give reasons justifying their preference. Although participants had been exposed
to three very different types of robot personas, it may have been that none of these expressed
the persona characteristics that participants actually wanted to see. We therefore asked people to
complete a final modified TIPI assessing their Ideal Traits for an Olly robot. “My Ideal Olly would be
disorganized, careless” (assessing Conscientiousness trait) or “My Ideal Olly would be sympathetic,
warm” (assessing the Agreeableness trait). We felt that participants would be able to offer informed
responses to this question given their recent experience with multiple contrasting personas.

This procedure was repeated for each of the three personas, in the order of Butler, Buddy, and
then Sidekick. We used a fixed presentation order given the complexity of initiating and controlling
the different personality types and behaviors. We next assessed participants’ views about ideal
personas, robots in general, their prior experiences with robots, and their experience with Olly,
based on a prior robot attitudes survey [59]. They then completed demographic questions. Finally,
participants were given the chance to ask any questions they may have had about Olly and offer
any comments or general observations.

Ethical (IRB) approval was granted as part of the ICRI project, ID Number UCLIC/1415/005/ICRI
Rogers/Capra/Gallacher.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 People Perceive Trait Differences between Personas That Reflect Our Design Intentions. We
first examined whether our cueing manipulations led participants to perceive differences between
the Olly personas. If so, we wanted to know whether these perceived differences were consistent
with the design goals for each persona.

To answer these questions, we conducted a 3 Persona (Butler, Buddy, Sidekick) × 5 Trait
(Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism) repeated-measures
ANOVA, where Persona and Trait are within-subjects variables. The dependent measure was Trait
Judgment. The analysis showed significant effects for Persona (F(2,18) = 9.533, p = 0.001, partial
eta squared = .515), Trait (F(4,18) = 5.253, p = 0.007, partial eta squared = .568), and Persona by
Trait interaction (F(8,12) = 18.345, p < 0.0001, partial eta squared = .924). The partial eta squared
scores assess effect size, and in each case effect sizes are large, as they explain the majority of the
ANOVA variance.

The statistical main effects demonstrate that people perceived trait differences between Personas
as well as perceiving Traits differently overall. These differences are depicted in Figure 7, showing
that each Persona has a distinct trait profile. Confirming our specific design goals, the Sidekick
persona was perceived as lowest on Extraversion and highest on Neuroticism compared with other
personas. The Buddy persona was perceived to be highly Extravert and Agreeable, and the Butler
persona was perceived to be highly Conscientious and low on Neuroticism. We next statistically
tested whether these Trait Judgments reflected our intentions when designing each persona.

We had specific predictions about persona differences for each trait (e.g., Buddy should be per-
ceived as more Open than Butler and Sidekick, Sidekick more Neurotic than Buddy and Butler,
etc.). In these and subsequent analyses, we therefore used standard statistical analysis methods for
ANOVAs where the study had specific predictions. These statistical methods involve two phases:
omnibus F tests followed by specific planned comparisons. For example, the omnibus tests indi-
cated that there are overall differences between personas for Openness, but the planned compar-
isons are needed to determine whether predicted differences occurred between Buddy and Butler
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Fig. 7. Trait judgments for the different personas. Each persona was judged as possessing different traits.
Butler is perceived to be highly Conscientious and low in Neuroticism, Buddy is perceived as Extravert and
Agreeable, and Sidekick is perceived as more Neurotic and less Extravert.

and between Buddy and Sidekick. In each case, planned comparisons include corrections for mul-
tiple comparisons to address family-wise error, and analyses of effect sizes.

Following the persona design goals in Figure 2, we had the following expectations for each trait.

Openness to Experience: We anticipated that the Buddy persona would be judged as more Open
than either the Butler or Sidekick personas. Planned LSD comparisons confirmed that Buddy was
indeed judged as more Open than Sidekick (p = 0.001) and Butler (p = 0.017). Respective effect
sizes were .29 and .47.

Conscientiousness: We anticipated that the Butler persona would be judged as more Conscien-
tious than either the Buddy or Sidekick personas. Planned LSD comparisons showed that Butler
was indeed judged as more Conscientious than Sidekick (p = 0.0001) and Buddy (p = 0.015). Re-
spective effect sizes were .55 and .30.

Extraversion: We anticipated that the Sidekick persona would be judged as less Extravert than
either the Butler or Buddy personas. Planned LSD comparisons showed that Sidekick was indeed
judged as less Extravert than Butler (p = 0.0001) and Buddy (p = 0.0001). Respective effect sizes
were .98 and .75.

Agreeableness: We anticipated that the Buddy persona would be judged as more Agreeable than
either the Butler or Sidekick personas. However, planned LSD comparisons showed trending dif-
ferences between Buddy and Butler (p = 0.064) but not Sidekick (p = 0.744). Respective effect sizes
were .22 and .02.

Neuroticism: We anticipated that the Sidekick persona would be judged as more Neurotic than
either the Butler or Sidekick personas. Planned LSD comparisons showed that Sidekick was indeed
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judged as more Neurotic than Butler (p= 0.0001) and Buddy (p= 0.003). Respective effect sizes were
.60 and .38.

4.4.2 Preferences: People Prefer the Buddy Persona and Are Least Positive about Sidekick. We
next examined participants’ overall preferences for the three personas (Butler, Buddy, or Sidekick).
Participants showed clear preferences for the Buddy persona, with 16 of 20 participants ranking
this most highly. The Sidekick persona was least popular; 15 participants liked it the least, with no
one choosing it as their top preference. To test these preferences, we allocated a score of “2” to a top
preference, “1” for second choice, and “0” for least favorite personality. There was a strong overall
preference for Buddy over both Butler (t(19) = 3.022, p = 0.007, d = .34) and Sidekick personas
(t(19) = 7.069, p < 0.00001, d = .71). The Butler persona was also preferred to Sidekick (t(19) =
3.579, p = 0.002, d = .42).

Participants were then asked to justify their preferences. Although there was considerable vari-
ability in their explanations, key reasons for preferring the Buddy persona seemed to relate to
his stimulating personality. Users commented that this personality was “enthusiastic,” “energetic,”
and “upbeat.” Against this, however, we also observed reservations about the Buddy persona, with
two participants remarking that “positivity could get annoying” and “he was a bit too chirpy and
friendly.” In contrast, the Sidekick persona was least preferred because of his negative affect and
apparently low confidence, with participants remarking, “I disliked that he was nervous” and “he
sounded less animated and sad in the way he spoke.” However, other participant observations
about the Sidekick persona revealed quite complex emotional reactions. Sidekick Olly seemed to
engender stronger emotional reactions than the other two personas, and people made comments
such as “he’s so cute.” In contrast to the other personas, the majority of participants smiled or
laughed when Sidekick Olly responded to the question of “how are you today” by simply respond-
ing he was “fine.” A potential explanation for this was given by participant 20, who remarked
“he is more human . . . like in the sense of not being emotionally stable . . . but not in a good
way!”

Finally, Olly is presented as male, and we wanted to determine whether this influenced how he
was perceived by participants of different genders. We therefore conducted a 2 (Participant Gen-
der) × 3 Persona (Butler, Buddy, Sidekick) × 5 Trait (Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion,
Agreeableness, and Neuroticism) repeated-measures ANOVA, where Persona and Trait are within-
subjects variables and Participant Gender is a between-subjects variable. The dependent measure
was Trait Judgment. Participant Gender had no effects on Trait Judgments; there were no main ef-
fects of Participant Gender on Trait Judgments (F(1,18) = 1.46, p = 0.24, partial eta squared = 0.08),
nor did Participant Gender interact with either Traits (F(4,15) = 0.30, p = .87, partial eta squared
= 0.08) or Persona (F(2,17) = 0.28, p = 0.76, partial eta squared = 0.03). Finally, there was no three
way interaction between Participant Gender, Traits, and Persona (F(8,11) = .57, p = .78, partial eta
squared = .29).

4.4.3 People’s Ideal Robot Has Strong Positive Traits That Are Somewhat Emotionally Expres-

sive. Despite a clear preference for the Buddy persona, it may be that none of the personas we
presented were consistent with how participants thought that Olly should interact. We therefore
asked participants to specify their ideal Olly persona using the modified TIPI scale. The context for
this question is that participants have recently interacted with three different personas, comparing
them to choose their favorite and then justifying their choice. This would seem to provide good
background information for making a judgment about an ideal persona.

Overall, results in Table 1 show that users generally want their Ideal Olly to express positive
personality traits, with ideal traits for Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Extraversion, and
Openness being skewed to be highly positive (Means range between 10.558 and 12.601) and
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Table 1. Ideal Olly Traits Emphasize Positive Attributes: People Want Highly
Conscientious, Agreeable, Extravert, and Open Robots Who Are Low on

Neuroticism (Maximum Score Is 14)

Ideal Olly Participants Self-Assessed
Trait Traits (Mean, SD) Traits (Mean, SD)
Openness 10.55 (3.55) 10.20 (2.44)
Conscientiousness 12.60 (1.43) 10.30 (2.68)
Agreeableness 11.40 (2.62) 8.25 (2.59)
Extraversion 10.75 (2.34) 9.10 (2.17)
Neuroticism 4.25 (1.55) 6.90 (2.65)

Neuroticism being low (Mean 4.259). Nevertheless, while participants’ Ideal Olly is low on the
negative trait of Neuroticism, it is noteworthy that they didn’t want this trait to be zero. In other
words, people wanted a moderate amount of emotional expressivity and variability in their robot.
To compare between ideal traits, we conducted a 5 Trait (Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraver-
sion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism) repeated-measures ANOVA. The dependent measure was
Trait Judgment. We found overall differences between traits (F(4,16) = 80.857, p = 0.000001, partial
eta squared = .953). Post hoc LSD tests showed that Conscientiousness was more highly rated
than all other traits (all ps < 0.027), and Neuroticism the lowest ranked trait (all ps < 0.00001).

We next analyzed whether people’s Ideal Olly differed from the three personas we presented. We
conducted a 4 Persona (Butler, Buddy, Sidekick, Ideal) × 5 Trait (Openness, Conscientiousness, Ex-
traversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism) repeated-measures ANOVA, where Persona and Trait
are within-subjects variables. The dependent measure was Trait Judgment. The analysis showed a
main effect for Personas (F(3,17) = 6.223, p = 0.005, partial eta squared =.523). Corrected LSD tests
showed differences between Ideal and both Butler (p = 0.013, d = .18) and Sidekick (p = 0.0001, d =
.53), but no overall differences between Ideal and Buddy (p = 0.850, d = .04). This suggests that the
Buddy persona is close to participants’ ideal.

4.4.4 People Prefer Robots Whose Traits Reflect Their Own Personality. We also evaluated the
extent to which people’s ideal preferences are influenced by their own personality. Prior research
is inconsistent here, with some studies showing preferences for a robot that is consistent with their
own personality [45] and others showing a preference for a complementary personality [33, 39].

For each of the Big Five traits, we examined relations between participants’ Ideal Traits for Olly
and their Self-Assessed traits. Overall, people want their Ideal Olly to reflect their own personality.
Across the different traits, correlations were significant and positive for Openness (r(18) = .533, p =
.016), Conscientiousness (r(18) = .473, p = .035), and Extraversion (r(18) = .463, p = .040), and trend-
ing for Agreeableness (r(18) = .380, p = .098). However, there was no relationship between ideal
robot and user personality for Neuroticism (r(18)= .−019, p= .936). Overall, participants seemingly
wanted their ideal robot to resemble themselves. Of course, as Table 1 shows, this ideal robot is an
accentuated version of their own positive traits. This is confirmed by paired t tests showing that
participants’ ideal robot personality was more extreme for the traits of Conscientiousness (t(19) =
4.35, p < 0.0001, d = .49), Extraversion (t(19) = 4.34, p < 0.0001, d = .48), Agreeableness (t(19) =
3.81, p < 0.001, d = .43), and Neuroticism (t(19) = 3.82, p < 0.001, d = .43), but not for Openness
(t(19) = 0.54, p < 0.60, d =.06).

4.4.5 Cues and Personality: Speech Is the Strongest Personality Cue but This depends on the

Persona. We next examined how different cues affected judgments participants made about
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Table 2. Judgments of the Utility of the Different Motion, Color, and Speech
Cues for Each Robot Persona (in General Cues Are Judged to Be Useful)

Persona Cue Type
Mean Judged Cue Utility (1 = “of very

little use” and 10 = “extremely useful”)
Motion 6.11

Butler Color 6.22
Speech 7.33
Motion 7.06

Buddy Color 6.33
Speech 8.11
Motion 6.22

Sidekick Color 5.00
Speech 6.89

Olly’s personality, assessing the relative influence of verbal behavior, lights, and movement cues.
Recall that after completing the survey for each persona, we asked participants to state how
strongly each expressive cue (speech, color, and movement) affected their perceptions of Olly’s
personality. We asked participants to rate cue strength on a scale of 1 to 10 with “1” being “very
weak indicator” and “10” being “very strong indicator.” We called these Cue Utility Judgments.

These cuing judgments are shown in Table 2. With one exception, cues are judged to be medium
to strong indicators of personality. Only the color cue for Sidekick was judged as not being signif-
icantly greater than the score of “5,” indicating that cue was “neither a strong or weak indicator
of personality.”

However, we also wanted to know which cue participants judged most strongly indicated traits
as well as whether such cues judgments varied across the different robot personas. We therefore
conducted a 3 Persona (Butler, Buddy, Sidekick) × 3 Cue Type (Color, Motion, Speech) repeated-
measures ANOVA. Both robot and cue type were within-subjects factors, and Cue Utility Judgment
was the dependent variable. There was an overall effect of Robot Persona (F(2,16) = 4.157, p =
.035, partial eta squared = .342), and Cue Type was trending (F(2,16) = 2.962, p = .080, partial eta
squared = .270). There was no interaction between Robot and Cue type. When we compared the
utility of the different cues, using LSD tests, speech was judged to offer a stronger personality cue
than Color (p = .023, d = .17), with no differences between other Cue types. Also, cues for Buddy
were judged to be stronger than for either Butler (p = 0.03, d = .14) or Sidekick (p = 0.04, d = .11).

To examine these observations further, we looked at participants’ explanations of their choices
and the extent to which these referenced the different cues. Preferences between personas were
influenced by the speech, color, and movements of the different personas. Users drew attention
to colors and tone of voice of the Buddy persona in motivating their preferences, and were very
sensitive to differences in speech styles between personas, making reference to intonation, con-
versational style, and affect in speech:

[commenting on the Buddy persona] I liked . . . the bright colors such as the pink.
With my least favorite version [Sidekick], I noticed [Olly’s voice] sounded much
lower and sad in the way he spoke in short answers.

Another user observed how Olly’s movements and conversational style influenced her preferences,
pointing to how those movements affected her mood and suggestive interactive possibilities. She
also felt that the Sidekick persona failed to engage her emotionally.
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The [Buddy] version used lively motions to make me happy, and it was also more
chattable. The [Sidekick] version feels a little bit cold and uncaring.

Other users focused solely on movement in choosing between the different personas, while noting
the motivational characteristics of the inferred personality:

[The Buddy persona] was . . . the kind of thing you need to hear in the morning.
He made great gestures which replicated the music which was quite cool.

These descriptions were also striking in their use of anthropomorphic language in making choices.
Here different Olly personas are described as “gregarious” or in other cases using “soporific” lan-
guage that was “boring.”

[Olly being] gregarious in tone made conversation easy and the movement was
reflective of a dynamic relationship, whereas the [Sidekick] robot was soporific in
tone and sounded very boring.

4.4.6 Informal Behavioral Observations. The researcher also observed participant behaviors
and comments about Olly, which were noted after each interaction. An explicit check question
in the survey indicated that none of the participants realized that Olly was being controlled by
the researcher, instead believing that they were directly interacting with the robot. This was also
evidenced by behavioral data; informal analysis of researcher notes indicated that if there were
technical issues, for example, Olly was slower than expected in responding, participants would
ask again, try to rephrase the question, or encourage him into responding. Furthermore, many
participants spoke to Olly as they would when speaking to an animal or small child: raising their
voice, speaking slower, and using encouraging language, thus demonstrating elements of anthro-
pomorphism. Participants also adjusted their own behaviors when interacting with Olly, some-
times synchronizing with his actions. They moved towards Olly while talking and smiled while he
spoke, keeping their gaze on him for most of the interaction, suggesting they found the experience
engaging.

5 DISCUSSION

We evaluated a hybrid cueing approach to robot personality by assessing user evaluations of a
social robot. We signaled personality by combining both abstract cues (color and movement) with
spoken behaviors that emulated standard human interaction. Following [11, 15], we exploited these
hybrid cues to design three distinct personas that aimed to differ in proactivity and the extent to
which they stimulated the user. After a short interaction with each of the three personas, we found
that people judged the personas to be different in ways that largely reflected our design inten-
tions, perceiving our Sidekick as Neurotic and low in Extraversion; Buddy as Extravert, Open, and
Agreeable; and Butler as Conscientious. While many prior studies have focused on the Extraver-
sion trait [2, 33], we confirm [31] in showing that participants are sensitive to other personality
traits. Consistent with other work on non-anthropomorphic objects, we confirm that participants
seem sensitive to quite abstract behavioral cues, involving movement [11, 17, 32, 58, 61]. Further-
more, these cues were usually interpreted consistently with our design intentions. Nevertheless,
cues were differently effective, with speech cues seeming to be more effective trait indicators com-
pared with colors and movement. It may be that people need more experience with such abstract
cues in order to successfully interpret personality. We were largely successful in projecting dif-
ferent traits through cueing, with our trait predictions being largely confirmed for each persona.
One exception, however, was for Agreeableness, where the predicted persona differences failed to
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emerge. Work on human personality suggests that certain traits are more difficult for people to
detect [22], and it may be that different cues are needed to project Agreeableness.

People also had clear preferences between the three robot personas, with a strong preference
for the Buddy rather than the Sidekick or Butler personas. However, informal comments suggest
there may be individual differences at play, with some users being intrigued by the understated
aspects of Sidekick, and others being actively engaged by Sidekick’s indirect interactive style. We
also examined these preferences at the trait level by probing people’s ideal robot traits. Here we
confirm prior work [31] in finding a strong overall preference for positive personality traits, such
as Openness, Extraversion, and Agreeableness, with Conscientiousness being the highest-rated
trait. Neuroticism was also rated lowest. Nevertheless, users did not select positive traits unilat-
erally across the board; confirming [16], people wanted their ideal robot to be a little Neurotic, in
other words showing some emotional expressivity. But despite this overall bias towards positiv-
ity, people’s preferences were also influenced by their own personality. People want a robot that
mirrors their own personality for all traits except Neuroticism. These findings extend prior work
that examined this question for a single trait [2, 6, 39].

5.1 Design Implications

Overall, our study confirms other work [11, 17, 32, 40, 58, 61] that it’s possible to design a non-
anthropomorphic robot that is engaging to users. Furthermore, a robot does not have to be de-
signed to exactly mimic human behaviors for it to be perceived as having a specific persona; our
users attributed different traits in part by interpreting quite abstract behavioral cues (e.g., color and
movement). The success of our design was also supported by the fact that people were also able
to distinguish between, and express preferences for, different overall robot types that were com-
plex combinations of traits (Butler, Buddy, Sidekick). People had clear preferences between both
expressive robot personas and their underlying traits, in general wanting Buddy-style robots as
well as those that have positive traits. Furthermore, our design approach is generative: new robot
types can be defined to target different constellations of personality traits, and this study begins to
specify how these traits can then be mapped to the expressive dimensions of color, movement, and
speech. While human-like cues seemed to be more powerful in this study, our results nevertheless
suggest that color and movement may also communicate personality traits.

In addition to discovering general preferences for positive traits and specific personality types,
we also found that expressive robot designs may need to be customized to users’ individual person-
ality; people want expressive robots that reflect their own traits, although ideal robots should have
more extreme traits than their users, as indicated by analysis of Table 1 data, showing differences
between Ideal and participant personality for all traits except Openness. There are also other inter-
esting design opportunities. For example, we know that participants are able to detect differences
between personas, and it may be that users are interested in interacting with different personas in
relation to different tasks, e.g., a more Conscientious Olly when doing the housework, but a more
Agreeable one when relaxing [16]. There may be more general mappings between projected robot
personality traits and task settings. For example, in many applications the robot’s role is to assist
the human with challenging or repetitive tasks. The Conscientiousness trait is associated with
both organization and attention to detail, so users should judge a robot assistant demonstrating
this trait as suitable for such tasks. Other tasks such as customer service demand social skills such
as interpersonal warmth and empathy, where a robot demonstrating strong Agreeableness and Ex-
traversion should be appropriate. For tasks requiring creativity, a robot that expresses Openness
might be apposite. Tasks that would benefit from a Neurotic robot are less clear, but some of our
participants found that Sidekick’s emotional register made him more intriguing to interact with. A
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common challenge with conversational robots is that their responses are seen as predictable and
stereotyped, but it may be that unexpected emotional responses would elicit interest.

Finally, our work suggests design opportunities for enhancing speech-enabled home robots.
Currently Amazon Alexa and Google Home are simple speakers that do not move and are visually
somewhat characterless. User responses to our designs suggest interesting new possibilities for
personality-enabling these devices by adding communicative color displays or by adding novel
visual behaviors. Such visual behaviors could include showing “attention” and “interest” by ori-
enting towards or away from the user, as well as “resting” behaviors communicating the robot’s
internal state.

5.2 Limitations

One obvious limitation of this work is that user interactions with Olly were relatively short and
rather constrained. In future work, we intend to move beyond scripted dialogues. Another limita-
tion is that all participants were exposed to the different robot personalities in a fixed order, and it
may be that habituation effects might explain why the Shy personality type was least popular. This
study also tested the impact of many different cues in combination, and future work might explore
individual impacts of one cue versus another, e.g., evaluating the accuracy of trait perception from
speech alone versus colors alone, or comparing the effects of “orienting” versus “resting” behav-
iors. More targeted studies may be especially helpful in informing the design of abstract cues such
as color or movement. Also, our evaluation of the strength of speech, color, and movement cues
depended on participants’ conscious judgments, but it may be that these cues have unconscious
effects that might require behavioral methods to detect. A final limitation is that Olly’s gender
was presented as male. This may have affected our results as people may react differently to robot
personas based on gender. In other words, participants may interact differently with a male ver-
sus female Buddy or a male versus female Sidekick. Our results showed, however, that participant
gender did not affect how personas and traits were perceived.

5.3 Conclusions

We examine perceptions of, and preferences for, multiple robot personality traits combined in three
composite personas for a voice-enabled home social robot. Confirming prior work, we found that
people prefer a persona that complements their own personality and that possesses largely positive
traits. At the same time our work confirms prior studies in suggesting that users can interpret quite
subtle cues when making judgements about robot personality. Our findings also suggest that ideal
robots don’t reflect the average human’s traits, in general being more extreme and more positive.
We also find that quite abstract cues such as color may be useful for signaling complex aspects of
a robot’s personality.
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